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1. Introduction
Modern object-oriented languages use automatic memory management, by a program called 
garbage collector. They avoid memory leaks (memory is never freed) and dangling references 
(memory is freed even when it is still used). The process of finding and freeing unused objects is 
called garbage collection.

The heap is the space use to allocate and deallocate objects, while the stack is the space use to store 
method arguments.

The Generational Collection is a technique where memory is divided into generations, that is 
separate pools holding objects of different ages. Most allocated objects do not live long and are 
collected (=freed) during young generation collections (that occur often and are fast). Objects that 
survive some number of young generation collection are eventually promoted, or tenured, to the 
old generation. Old generation collections occur less often and are slower.

Garbage collection can be executed concurrently (simultaneously with the application) or can be of 
the type stop-the-world: they suspend the execution of the application.

Thread-Local Allocation Buffers (TLABs) is a technique used for multithreaded applications. Each 
thread has its own portion of the heap. It can be activated with the command line option -XX:
+UseTLAB. 

The Permanent Generation is a third type of generation. It holds objects describing classes and 
methods, as well as the classes and methods themselves. It can become filled up if one creates to 
many classes dynamically.



2. Collections

2.1 Young Collection
The young generation is made up of 3 parts: the Eden (where the objects are initially created), and 
two survivor space: the From and the To spaces. The survivor spaces hold objects that have 
survived at least one young generation collection, but are not old enough to be in the Old 
Generation space.

During a young collection, the live objects in Eden are copied to the To space (an empty survivor 
space).  The From space is the survivor space of the previous collection. Live young objects are 
copied from the From space to the To space, while live older objects are copied to the Old 
generation. Any objects remaining in Eden or in the From space are, by definition, not live and will 
be discarded.

After a young collection is complete, both Eden and the From space are empty. At this point, the To 
space becomes the From, and vice-versa.

A young generation collection is also called a minor collection. A major collection happens when 
all the generations are collected.



2.2 Old Collection
The old generation collection identifies the dead objects, remove them and slides the live objects 
towards the beginning of the old generation space. It uses a collection algorithm called mark-
sweep-compact.

The default collection is the Serial Collector for client-style machines. It can be explicitly requested 
using the -XX:+UseSerialGC command line option.

The Parallel Collector is used for multiple CPU machines (server-style). It can be explicitly 
requested using the -XX:+UseParallelGC command line option. A new version (more efficient) 
is the Parallel Compacting Collector (that will eventually replace the Parallel Collector). The 
corresponding command line option is -XX:+UseParallelOldGC.

2.3 Concurrent Mark-Sweep (CMS) Collector
The serial and the parallel collectors work in a stop-the-world way. A new collector, the 
concurrent mark-sweep works concurrently with the application. It decreases old generation 
pauses but requires more CPU power. The corresponding command line option is -XX:
+UseConcMarkSweepGC.



3. Automatic Selections
A server-style machine is defined to be one with

• 2 or more physical processors

• 2 or more GB of memory

• Not 32-bit Windows OS

On a client-style machine, the defaults are

• Serial garbage collector (<> Parallel)

• Initial heap size of 4 MB

• Maximum heap size of 64 MB. 

Even on client-style machine, the heap size is not enough. One can increase the initial and the 
maximum size with -Xms<InitialSize> and -Xmx<MaxSize>. The permanent generation initial 
and maximum size are controlled with -XX:PermSize and -XX:MaxPermSize.

Command line options related to the GC

–XX:+UseSerialGC => Serial
–XX:+UseParallelGC => Parallel
–XX:+UseParallelOldGC => Parallel compacting
–XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC => Concurrent mark–sweep (CMS)

–XX:+PrintGC => Outputs basic information at every garbage collection.
–XX:+PrintGCDetails => Outputs more detailed information at every garbage collection.
–XX:+PrintGCTimeStamps => Outputs a time stamp at the start of each garbage collection event. 

–Xmsn => Initial size, in bytes, of the heap.
–Xmxn => Maximum size, in bytes, of the heap.
–XX:NewSize=n => Default initial size of the new (young) generation
–XX:NewRatio=n => Ratio between the young and old generations.
–XX:SurvivorRatio=n => Ratio between each survivor space and Eden.
–XX:MaxPermSize=n => Maximum size of the permanent generation.

-XX:+DisableExplicitGC  => Ignore explicit call to the GC.
-XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError => Generate a memory dump.



4. How to debug

4.1 Example with +PrintGC
[GC 511K->182K(1984K)]
[GC 696K->300K(1984K)]
[GC 1103K->729K(1984K)]
[GC 1549K->1108K(1984K)]
[GC 1378K->1170K(1984K)]
[Full GC 1170K->1092K(1984K)]

• GC means a young generation collection (minor collection)

• The size given is always the total size (both young and old generation size)

• At each collection, the size occupied by the objects decreases (meaning some objects are 
deallocated) – ex: 511K->182K.

• The space between parenthesis is the total space (currently available, it might increase if 
necessary) -ex: (1984K).

• The occupied space increases with the time, because live objects are moved to the old 
generation (182K at the first line, 1170K at the last but one line).

• At least, a major collection (both young and old) is necessary: Full GC. Occupied space 
drops from 1170 to 1092, meaning 78K are freed in both old and young generation.

[GC 3105K->2693K(3904K), 0.0023943 secs]
• At this point, we see the total heap size increases from 1984K to 3904K. The old generation 

was not big enough to accommodate all the objects, so its size was increased.

• If due to the number of objects created, the heap size goes over 64M (the maximum by 
default), an OutOfMemoryError is thrown.

[Full GC 62586K->62573K(63360K), 0.0085535 secs]
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space

4.2 More information with +PrintGCDetails
[GC [DefNew: 511K->64K(576K)] 511K->182K(1984K)]
[GC [DefNew: 540K->64K(576K)] 696K->300K(1984K)]
[GC [DefNew: 575K->64K(576K)] 1103K->729K(1984K)]
[GC [DefNew: 576K->64K(576K)] 1380K->1037K(1984K)]
[GC [DefNew: 576K->64K(576K)] 1549K->1108K(1984K)]
[Full GC [DefNew: 333K->62K(576K)][Tenured: 1108K->1092K(1408K)] 1378K-
>1092K(1984K)]

• We have more details about what's happening. In the young generation (DefNew), the size 
of live objects decrease from 511K to 64K (minus 447K). But the total heap size only 
decrease from 511K to 128K (minus 383K). That means 64K (447K – 383K) were 
transferred from the young generation to the old generation.

• At each young generation collection, the old generation gets filled up by surviving objects.
• At some point, the JVM decides to start a major collection (both young and old). The young 

generation decreases from 333K to 62K, but the old generation (also known as Tenured) 



decreases from 1108K to 1092K (minus 16K).
• With that information, you can establish if you are using too many short-lived objects (many 

minor collections) or if you have memory leaks (the old generation will grow too large too 
quickly, that is some large objects are never deallocated).

4.3 In the code
• Runtime.getRuntime().maxMemory();
• Runtime.getRuntime().freeMemory();
• Runtime.getRuntime().totalMemory();
• Runtime.getRuntime().gc() or System.gc();



5. References

5.1 Direct References
A direct (or strong) reference to an object that's never being to be garbage-collected as long as it is 
not set to null and not be out-of-scope.

Object obj = new Object();

5.2 Soft References
• Use soft references when you would like to keep a reference to a target, but you can afford 

to lose it. 

•  All soft references to softly-reachable objects are guaranteed to have been cleared before 
the virtual machine throws an OutOfMemoryError.

• Soft references are most often used to implement memory-sensitive caches.

    public static void testSoftReference()
    {
        // Create a 4M object
        Object obj = new byte[MEGA * 4];
        // Create a soft reference to it
        SoftReference<Object> softRef = new SoftReference<Object>(obj);
        // Remove its strong reference
        obj = null;
        // Make sure the object is there
        check(softRef.get());

        // Require a GC
        System.gc();

        // Make sure the object is still there
        check(softRef.get());

        // Create another huge object (6 + 4 > 8)
        Object obj2 = new byte[MEGA * 6];
        // The first object should have been deleted
        check(softRef.get());
        return;
    }

5.3 Weak References
• Use weak references when you do not own the target, and you need access to it as long as 

the target exists.

• An object that is only weakly reachable will be removed by the GC at the next collection.



    public static void testWeakReference()
    {
        // Create an object
        String obj = "Hello Weak";

        // Create a weak reference to it
        WeakReference<String> weakRef = new WeakReference<String>(obj);
        // Remove its strong reference
        obj = null;
        // Make sure the object is there
        check(weakRef.get());

        // Require a GC
        System.gc();

        // The first object should have been deleted
        check(weakRef.get());
        return;
    }

5.4 Phantom References
• A finalizer is a callback method used by the garbage collector to notify an object when 

it is about to be reclaimed. There are error-prone.

• Phantom References allow you to determine exactly when an object was removed from 
memory. They are meant to replace finalizers. 

• They can be associated with a ReferenceQueue which allows you to perform post-
finalization operations on a reference (closing a stream, …)

• They are safer than finalizers, but are not perfect either.



6. Tools

6.1 JPS
JPS returns a list of VM on a machine, with the PID associated.
C:>jps
868 JConsole
2112 Jps
4056 JBalboa-0.9.6.jar

6.2 JStat
The jstat tool displays performance statistics for an instrumented HotSpot Java virtual machine 
(JVM). The option -class returns statistics on the behavior of the class loader while -gc concerns the 
garbage collector heap.
C:>jstat -class 4056
Loaded  Bytes  Unloaded  Bytes     Time
   283   331,7        0     0,0       0,24

6.3 JConsole
JConsole is the monitoring and management console for java applications. Application must be 
started with the argument -Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.

6.4 JHat
The Heap Analysis Tool (HAT) helps debug unintentional object retention. This term is used to 
describe an object that is no longer needed but is kept alive due to references through some path 
from a live object. The command line option -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError will create a 
dump file (java_pidnnnn.hprof) that you will be able to analyze with JHat.

6.5 Java VisualVM
Java VisualVM is useful to Java application developers to troubleshoot applications and to monitor 
and improve the applications' performance. Java VisualVM can allow developers to generate and 
analyze heap dumps, track down memory leaks, perform and monitor garbage collection, and 
perform lightweight memory and CPU profiling. 
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